Abstract. Artificial neural network(ANN) has very strong robustness and fault tolerance, computing speed is fast, has the self-organizing, self-learning and adaptive ability, and can be fully approximation to arbitrary complex nonlinear relationship, so has been widely used in wind power prediction. This document explains and demonstrates how to get the reasonable prediction results by numerical weather prediction(NWP) mode with ANN. The actual measured data for a wind farm in Poyang Lake in Jiangxi Province is given as an example. The prediction results can meet the requirements of engineering application. So the prediction method has better prediction effect and can guide field operation.
Introduction
Wind energy resources in Jiangxi province is mainly enriched in Poyang lake region. Stable wind energy resources is in northern Poyang lake, the terrain, wind direction, wind power quality is better. According to the geographical position, topography, geomorphology, and the wind resources current situation, the best development areas are Soap lake wind farm, Qingshan wind farm, Laoyemiao (including the Bijia mountain) wind farm, Changling (including DaLing) wind farm, Jishan lake wind farm, Songmenshan wind farm and Jishan wind farm. At present there are five wind farms getting into Jiujiang grid power around the Poyang lake region.
Distribution of multiple wind farms in a larger geographical range, that will greatly reduce the influence of peak output power change by the wind speed and weather peak, the geographical distribution of smoothing effect depends largely on the local climate conditions and the size of the region.
Short-term Wind Power Prediction
Back Propagation (BP) neural network model has strong adaptability for time series problems that is often used to predict related study. But the traditional BP neural network prediction time is shorter to meet the request accuracy, the error will gradually increase as time goes by [1] . The prediction curve is shown in Fig. 1 .
The calculation results of the meteorological data is also as the input of neural network, it can get the prediction results as shown in Fig. 2 with the increase inputs BP neural network. The prediction accuracy have been improved. Compared with the predicted results of Fig. 1 , it can see that the precision of prediction results have been improved and accurately predict time is longer. This can explain that increase the inputs related to the wind power can improve the precision of the model.
As the BP neural network has its defects in theory , such as the local minima, the design of neurons in hidden layer [2] . In terms of training data, if the learning sample is small, the neural network learning is not perfect, if too much learning samples, it can make the neural network structure complex. So BP neural network prediction accuracy is not high.
From the above research, the meteorological factors as the input of neural network can improve the prediction precision of the model, improving the structure of network model can avoid the defects International Conference on Intelligent Systems Research and Mechatronics Engineering (ISRME 2015) and improve the model prediction accuracy and length of prediction time [3] . Combined with the advantages of both can draw the NWP + ANN prediction model. Model structure is shown in Fig. 3 . By the prediction results comparison of Fig.4 shows that the method of NWP+ANN network can greatly improve the accuracy of prediction. NWP + ANN prediction network combined with the numerical prediction model prediction method and the advantages of traditional forecast wind power performance is better than a single numerical prediction model or wind electric power statistical prediction model, the structure can be more effectively to adapt to the working condition of wind farm, automatically reduce the prediction error [4] [5]. Even the rare weather conditions, the system can revised forecast to achieve accuracy requirements. The part of the NWP + ANN prediction error is shown in the Tab.1 below. Since the data is too much, typical point data are listed as follows. Different network prediction error are compared in Tab.2. 
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Summary
From NWP + ANN prediction error analysis, it can see that the overall prediction accuracy is above 80%, is better than the 70% prediction accuracy before, the forecast effect is superior much more. In addition to the two days of maintenance equipment, forecast error is caused by the outside, the else prediction results can meet the requirements of engineering application. So the prediction method have better prediction effect and can guide field power grid operation.
